
Activity 1

On 16th of September the organization "The ghosts of Aspropyrgos" visited our

school and informed us about their work.

The ghosts of Apropyrgos is an organizationthat helps dogs and sometimes other animals

that are being left all over the streets of Aspropyrgos and other areas. The volunteers of the

organizationfeed them, give them water, medical assistant and try to find them a safe home

where they can feel beloved and part of a family again! This organization was created 3 years

ago with the top goal of protection for the left over alone animals in the streets.

According to the creator of the ghosts of Aspropyrgos leaving/dumpinganimals in the

streets is illegal and accordingto the law the punishment for such a crime is reaching so far

the 3.000 euro/dollars each dog!Another problem is that in the streets the dogs have no

owner to tell them notto do something so that helps increasing the births at the streets!

That's big because from only one ‘'couple'' of dogs we can reach outfrom 5-67.000 puppies

in beneath 6 years….andthat will make the problemeven worst to deal with!

So, it will be goodfor youto know how bad it can get, and if you planningto do all the above

(leaving your friend at the streets) then youshould reconsider the dogs life too! Remember

to always neuter your little friends and not to abandon them because they need you!!!

You can help us by learning what is good for them…!



Activity 2

We have collected food and medicine for the homeless animals that takes care the

organization "The ghosts of Aspropyrgos".

Activity 3

We have accompanied the members of the organization "The ghosts of

Aspropyrgos" to their 182nd campaign in the area of Aspropyrgos, where we fed

homeless dogs and gave them the medicines they needed.



The above text was edited by the students Maria A. and Maria P.

Thank you very much!!


